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Ref : [TZO-01-2019] - AVIRA Generic AV Bypass ... https://www.techradar.com/news/zip-files-are-being-used-to-bypass-
security-gateways. Security researchers at Trustwave have discovered a new phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted
ZIP file, designed to bypass .... Security researchers at Trustwave have discovered a new phishing campaign that utilized a
specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass secure email gateways .... Title ZIP files are being used to bypass security
gateways Author Anthony Spadafora Press Reference Link www.techradar.com/news/zip-files-are-being-used.. Security
researchers at Trustwave have discovered a new phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass
secure email gateways .... Specially Crafted ZIP Files Used to Bypass Secure Email Gateways. Attackers are always looking for
new tricks to distribute malware without them being .... ... phishing marketing campaign that utilized a specifically crafted ZIP
file, designed to bypass safe e mail gateways, to distribute the NanoCore .... One such technique has been observed by security
researchers at ... a specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass secure email gateways, ... The “order.jpg” file is a non-
malicious PNG formatted image file, used to hide the .... Security researchers at Trustwave have discovered a new phishing
campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass .... Experts observed a new phishing campaign that used a
specially crafted ZIP archive that was designed to bypass secure email gateways to .... Security researchers at Trustwave have
discovered a new phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass .... Security researchers at
Trustwave have discovered a new phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file, designed to bypass .... Security
researchers at Trustwave have found a brand new phishing campaign that utilized a specifically crafted ZIP file, designed to
bypass safe electronic mail .... Recently, it was detected by the cybersecurity community that ZIP files were being used to
bypass secure email gateways and infect victims with .... Cybercriminals are always looking for new avenues to distribute
malware without being detected by antivirus scanners and secure email gateways. This is .... This was illustrated in a new
phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file that was designed to bypass secure email gateways to .... As part of
the Information Security Reading Room. Author retains ... this section. VirusTotal is used by many reputable malware
researchers (Zeltser, 2009). ... Diagram 5: Percentage of AV gateways bypassed via known malware in ZIP archive..
[TZO-03-2020] ESET Generic Malformed Archive Bypass (ZIP Compression ... .com/news/zip-files-are-being-used-to-bypass-
security-gateways">https://www.. This was illustrated in a new phishing campaign that utilized a specially crafted ZIP file that
was designed to bypass secure email gateways to .... These types of evasions are now actively being used in offensive ...
.com/news/zip-files-are-being-used-to-bypass-security-gateways Affected ... fea0834880 
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